
PAR-Projects is a non-profi t, fi ne arts organization based in the culturally
diverse neighborhood of Northside, Cincinnati. As a creative engine, 
we enjoy organizing conversation-worthy exhibitions and collaborations 
throughout Cincinnati and Northern Kentucky. As a community-building 
conglomerate, we are dedicated to providing educational opportunities
related to graphic design & career development throughout the region.
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Our offerings can be highlighted by looking beyond FACE Value of the artwork we exhibit. 
Broken down, this communicates that F ine Arts + Collaboration + Education add to the 
Value  of each of the communities we serve — a statement we believe in wholeheartedly.

Originally, PAR-Projects was founded as an alternative gallery space looking to connect with 
its community on a more intimate level. But early on, when a void in access to the arts and 
educational opportunities for teenagers and professionals was noticed, we evolved into a 
service based organization dedicated to advancing fine arts & artists in multiple ways.

To date, our most impressive projects have been rooted in collaboration. From 
our work with ArtsWave, CSO & concert:nova — to create Symphonic Stylings; to partnering 
with The MainStrasse Village Association & local jazz musicians to create a large-scale, outdoor 
sculpture event — Brass Meets Bronze; our best ideas come from having different minds, 
from different communities, sit down and fi gure out how to work together.

Still, education remains at the heart of PAR-Projects. Providing affordable access to 
career-focussed classes is an excellent way to help build up a community. In addition, aside 
from computer graphics training, offering workshops designed to help artists become more 
career-minded helps up serve as a well-rounded resource for creative individuals.       

Using these approaches, we’re able to add to the value of the communities we serve. And 
when  boiled down, we’re simply happy that our dedication to working with others, to improve 
access to the arts, has afforded us the opportunity to stimulate growth in our community.  


